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Introduction
-Raton Basin, near Trinidad, Colorado

Data Collection

Results Continued

-Modern analog in Andean Foreland,
Northern Argentina.

-Regional Distributive Fluvial System
model developed by Nichols and Fisher, -DFS depositional model developed by
2007.
Weissman et al, 2010.
-Downstream trends:
-Focus of this study is on the terminal
-Increasing accomodation to
splays deposited in the distal zone of the
sediment ratio
DFS.
-Decreasing sand to mud ratio,
sandbody amalgamation, and
floodplain drainage.

-Dutch Auger used to determine
stratigraphy of TS complex.
-Upon arrival, faces were exposed
in river bed but not clean.
-Using a shovel, machete, and paint
brush we cleaned the faces to
expose the internal structures.
-Toal of 19 cores drilled and 8 faces
exposed.

Results

Conclusions
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-The Raton Basin and the Argentina terminal splay deposits are both found in a similar
depositional environment: humid subtropical.
-The 2007 flooding event deposited ~500,000 cubic meters of very fine to fine sand.
-After each of the terminal splay sand sheets are deposited, the splay complex becomes
heavily vegetated in a rapid period of time. Additionally, the vegetation has the ability to
extend through several layers.
-The floodplain deposits found in the Raton Basin have the potential to serve as a source
and seal for the terminal splay reservoirs as they are abundant in organics.
-Four different types of sedimentary structures were identified: planar laminations, low angle
ripple laminations, antidunal structures, and cross-sets.
-I believe the terminal splay deposits could be drained from the main channel deposits which
scour through the laterally extensive sand sheets.
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